This methods paper details an approach for identifying the representativeness of content in a user generated content (UGC) system while also accounting for endogeneity bias. We leverage metadata from an independent content provider to generate sets of commercially viable terms presumed to be of interest to specific audiences linking those terms to UGC. We describe our method and heuristics at a level of detail allowing others to follow or modify it to study both content representativeness and content gaps in UGC systems. We illustrate the method by investigating how well the English language Wikipedia addresses the content interests of four sample audiences: readers of men's and women's periodicals, and readers of political periodicals geared toward either liberal or conservative ideologies. We also share preliminary findings from each case study to demonstrate our method.
INTRODUCTION
Assessing topical representativeness in user generated content (UGC) systems is a difficult and ambiguous task. On the one hand, content often represents the interests of contributors. Take, for example, a UGC system like Ravelry, "a knit and crochet community" dedicated to supporting users who are interested in fiber arts. While it is free to sign up for, browse, and contribute to Ravelry, one must register to access the subject-specific content the site provides. Likewise, UCG systems like Get Off My Internets (GOMI), The Potterverse, and Creepypasta have very specific content offerings-ranging from blog reviews to Harry Potter trivia and fan fiction to paranormal storiescreated and consumed by users who have expressed interest in these topics and chosen to become members of these very specific UGC systems. That these UGC systems represent the interests and biases of their users would meet our expectations of those systems.
However, some UGC systems, like Wikipedia, do not require membership for users to view, edit, or contribute content. In fact, Wikipedia expresses a desire to be a general source of information potentially anyone and everyone finds interesting. Wikipedia also promises to be "the encyclopedia anyone can edit." Yet researchers and community members alike have recognized that many of Wikipedia's social factors affect the makeup of their contributor base [e.g., 39, 42] , and some of Wikipedia's policies make it more difficult for certain kinds of content to be included [51] . Moreover, studies have identified how topical skews in content increase conflict in UGC systems [29] and influence search results [28] . Our goal is to develop a systematic and reproducible method for assessing the representativeness of content in a UGC system.
BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION
Our method is focused on understanding representativeness in proportion to specific, identifiable populations. We use representativeness to describe whether topical content is present in a UGC system in proportion to likely consumers of that topic. We do not use representativeness to imply aspects or the degrees to which a specific audience or population is the focus of content in a UGC system [e.g., 49] . That is, we draw a distinction between representativeness and representation, or forms of representation in a UGC system. Also, we do not use representativeness to describe how some UGC may or may not mirror societal biases and inequities. Moreover, we do not use representativeness to examine the degree to which topical content is present across a UGC system. (For example, our method does not consider the frequency of a topic and does not explicitly address the density of topical coverage, although it could be extended to address these aspects.)
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Furthermore, our method complements methods used to evaluate total coverage of topical content. Coverage is a measure of the degree to which some total possible content is present in the UGC system. Many studies of Wikipedia content are focused on understanding coverage or the lack of coverage (gaps in coverage). While the method we describe is intended to help understand representativeness of topical content within a given UGC system, a side effect of our method is the ability to identify both coverage and potential gaps or omissions.
Measuring Representation and Finding Gaps
Through different research methods, prior work has considered both gaps in topical content on Wikipedia-a prominent and commonly studied UGC system-and the different ways in which Wikipedia's content represents different populations. For example, Omnipedia, a system that allows users to interact with 25 different language versions of Wikipedia, visualizes content similarities and differences between language editions [4] . This approach illustrates potential gaps in content based on cultural or linguistic differences. However, mutually missing content that is a function of the participants' common biases is not detected.
Other prior work has analyzed the distribution of content into a set of content categories. Work by Kittur, Chi & Suh (2009) built upon existing work by [18, 25] to identify topical distribution of articles in Wikipedia based on user generated annotations of categories. Their approach revealed the category of popular culture accounted for a large proportion of articles while other content categories represented very small proportions of articles. While this approach helps us understand the distribution of content, it does not tell us what content is missing, or whether the distribution of articles in the content categories effectively reveals anything about coverage of topics or the representativeness of the content. That is, this approach does not answer the question: Who may want to read this?
Another approach to understanding who and what is represented is to study the composition of the content. In the case of Wikipedia, researchers have studied articles to understand what they address. For example, recent studies have considered how phrases missing from Wiktionary might be identified and eventually incorporated [57] , how articles about women might be expanded by pulling missing data from obituaries [36] , and how German and English language Wikipedia articles about drugs might be improved by comparing them to pharmacology textbooks [31] . These approaches focus on the composition of the content and thereby inform our understanding of the representation of the object of the content.
Some recent work by Sengul-Jones identifies the challenge of focusing on identifying gaps. In her report for a Wikimedia Foundation Individual Engagement Grant entitled "Full Circle Gap Protocol," she points out that identifying the "unknown unknowns" becomes a "bestiary of gaps" [46] . She finds gaps derive from and are tied to a range of factors such as infrastructural access, skill and literacy divisions, time and interest gaps, emotion work, and knowledge-legitimacy exclusions [47] . Many of these items are specific characteristics and biases present in the range of skills and knowledge of individual contributors. In short, gaps and omissions are difficult to find, and many of the reasons why they exist may be inherent in the UGC system, a function of social and political forces, or an aspect of the users' lived experiences.
These studies help us understand coverage or gaps in Wikipedia, but many of the techniques they employ fail to provide a general method for assessing other UGC systems. Further, some of these approaches are specific to a particular topic or aspect of Wikipedia and may not apply to other UGC systems that may represent topical content differently from the way it is represented in Wikipedia. However, the challenge of assessing representativeness prompts other problems that need to be addressed first.
Identifying Topical Content: Endogenous versus Exogenous Source
Our attempt to assess content representativeness faced a number of challenges. One problem is the scope of potential topics. In some prior work, the methods to identify subsets are very narrow and do not represent the broad interests of potential content consumers. Representativeness would fail in that case because the population of potential consumers is so narrow as to be difficult to compare article coverage to potential readership. Studies like those of biographies [e.g., 16, 52, 53] or controversial issues [e.g., 26] are topically focused and provide an understanding of those topics, but cannot tell us much about representativeness. In other prior work, the methods generate broad subsets of content, but the potential population of content consumers is diffuse in such a way as to make judging representativeness of the content untenable. For example, very broad and diffuse readerships of content related to 'work', 'relationships' and 'leisure' [6] would make it hard to know whether these topics are reasonably represented within Wikipedia or any other UGC system.
Another underlying problem is that-within any UGC system-differential participation may yield content skews. For example, in the context of Wikipedia, a welldocumented skew in participation [23] may result in a skew in topical content. Therefore, any sampling method that relies on content from Wikipedia may be unknowably biased from the beginning.
All of these concerns point to a broader challenge for techniques that purport to assay any aspect of a UGC or social media system: the challenge of endogeneity. Endogeneity, the state of being endogenous, or coming from within, is an underappreciated problem for many prior studies of UGC systems and social media. We will not address the problems of these studies that have clear biases based on endogenous sampling. We merely raise the issue here to acknowledge that the challenge is pervasive and that our method is one of the few methods designed to free an analysis from an endogeneity bias.
In our review of the literature, we found two notable exceptions that also made an effort to address the challenge of endogenous biases by relying on exogenous sources. Reagle & Rhue's (2011) study compares women's biographies in Wikipedia to women's biographies in the online Encyclopaedia Britannica. This study shows the degree to which Wikipedia and Encyclopaedia Britannica covered similar content. The other study is by Klein & Konieczny's (2015) . They compare "a Wikipedia-derived gender inequality indicator (WIGI)" to four commonly used gender inequality indices. These exceptions can help expose bias in coverage that may be a function of the UGC participants' choices, but cannot tell us the degree to which the existing content is representative of the potential readership.
Our method attempts to address these challenges (i.e., too narrow of a scope, overly diverse potential readership, and endogeneity bias) by relying on an external content provider. In the next section, we describe how we identified potential consumer populations and how we derived content metadata that would facilitate a match to content in Wikipedia.
METHOD
The method we developed requires four steps to measure how well topical content aligns with potential readership populations (i.e., users) of a UGC system, like Wikipedia. The first step is to use an exogenous source to generate a set of unique topics of presumed interest to a readership population. The second step is to differentiate among identifiable groups within this population to isolate topics that are representative of the interests of these groups and not the entire population. The third step is to assess how those topics are covered in the system through the application of heuristic-guided search to resolve results that are not an exact match. Finally, the fourth step is to use an external, authoritative source to identify the size of the groups within the overall population and compare those numbers to the proportion of how their interests are represented in the UGC system.
The high-level details about how the method is executed are discussed in the following subsections. Additional details of the method and its application are then illustrated in two cases later in this paper.
Step 1: Generating Lists of Topics Associated with Specific Populations
Instead of settling for existing approaches that have some clear drawbacks (e.g., endogeneity bias, narrow topical focus), we developed a method that works independently from the unique characteristics of the UGC system under study to generate a large set of topics associated with the interests of a given population.
To generate our initial topic lists, we first identify content providers (e.g., magazines, journals, monographs, etc.) commercially targeted to a population of interest. The selection of this population must be executed with sensitivity to two of the considerations discussed earlier.
First, the population must not be too narrow, identifiable only with an un-differentiatable content area. Additionally, the population must not be too broad or diffuse, making it impossible to identify meaningful groups within it that would likely have distinguishable topical interests. For the purposes of this method we call that target population a target demographic or, simply, demographic.
With the population selected, we then identify specific content sources targeted to this population, using widely available reports from the publishing industry about publications marketed to different demographics and circulation data. From this report data, we select the most widely circulated sources based on published circulation data. Additionally, we select sources based on the criteria that they were indexed uniformly. In the cases below, we used presence in the most prominent U.S.-based indexer of popular magazines, EBSCO. The selection criteria applied when using this database can be adjusted as necessary to fit different research questions (e.g., time periods, number of content sources to consider). Queries of the EBSCO database for the targeted publication title in a given year yielded a data file including all indexed items (articles) for the year. Each item included several fields of article-associated metadata, including, titles, subtitles, author(s), abstracts, and a list of subject terms (topical keywords). (See Figure 1 .)
In our cases, we chose to use periodicals with the highest circulation numbers in the English language. For each periodical, we remove all fields except the subject terms.
We then combine the subject terms for each periodical title for a demographic into a single list. For each of these lists, all duplicate items are removed.
These subject terms-or keywords-are generated by the abstracting service following traditional knowledge organization (i.e., library science) practices. The keywords are not generated by the editorial practices of the periodicals, or by us. (Detailing the methods for creating subject terms and the practices of indexing publications materials are beyond the scope of this paper and outside the bounds of the method that we define here.)
Step 2: Differentiating Groups and Associated Topics within the Overall Population
Through
Step 1, the method has produced a set of items that are indicative of what topics are covered in a set of content sources for each target demographic. To facilitate an assessment of representativeness, though, the topic list associated with each demographic must be sorted into sublists. In the cases reported below, we achieved this by initially selecting periodical titles targeted to two identifiable groups maintaining separate lists of content terms for each demographic. These lists of terms could be used to assess general topical coverage for the interests of each target demographic. We can move beyond the question of coverage to assess representativeness by generating a list of topical subject terms for each demographic that is unique to that demographic. These unique lists are the disjoint sets of terms across all target demographic groups. In the demonstrations below, we compare two lists and remove all items that appear in both lists. We point out that the intersection of terms across the target demographics could also yield some interesting insights, but that is not the way we implemented our assessment of representativeness in our demonstration cases below.
Step 3: Detecting Topical Coverage in the UGC System (Wikipedia)
The next step is to apply the differentiated list of target terms to assess whether specific content exists in a given UGC system. In the demonstration cases below we applied the terms to the English language Wikipedia. The generated topic lists provide a baseline for measuring coverage of topics presumed to be of interest to readers from each demographic in the UGC system. The next challenge is to match topical terms to UGC to assess whether the topic from the external sources are currently present in the UGC.
For our demonstrations below, we developed a set of heuristics to match topics to Wikipedia article titles.
We relied on the English language Wikipedia's native search feature as the basis for generating a possible article match. This is a likely mechanism an average user would employ. Another approach would be to use a Google search, using the features of Google to constrain the search to the domain of the specific UGC. We do note that the Google search approach might yield differential results because of the way that Google uses data (e.g., geolocation, account preferences) that it has about an individual to tailor and shape its search results. Our process involved entering each of our topics into the Wikipedia search field and evaluating the results. Based on our heuristics, we counted and tracked the search result for each topic. The topic lists include a primary topical keyword (in all caps) with some additional terms that clarify the topic. Some topics include additional parenthetical descriptors, comma series, or descriptors after dashes. When entering topics into Wikipedia's search engine, we used only toplevel topic keywords and no extended descriptors.
Proper names of persons are a special case for our search and match method. The majority of abstracting services handle proper names of people in a "LASTNAME, Firstname" strategy. This is not the editorial standard for Wikipedia. The current standard in Wikipedia is "Firstname Lastname." Except, in Wikipedia, a significant number of well-known people will have a "Lastname, Firstname" redirect. In this special case, proper names of people, we modified how we entered the term metadata to align with the standards of the UGC system. That is, we swapped the "Lastname, Firstname" data from the abstracting service to align with the "Firstname Lastname" assumption of Wikipedia. The results of that search were then used.
The heuristics we used for counting matches between topics and specific Wikipedia articles are as follows:
1. If the search yielded a direct match, we recorded the name of the article page and noted it. 2. If the search resulted in a redirect, we recorded the name of the article page and noted it was the result of a redirect. 3. If the search resulted in a list of possible matches via a search results page, we carefully considered each item, with the goal of selecting the lowest ordinal result that seemed to be the closest match given additional information provided by any parenthetical descriptors from the term list, and we noted the ordinal of that result item. The research team reviewed these cases to determine how they should be counted. 4. If the search resulted in a disambiguation page, we scanned the suggestions to identify the closest match, relying on any additional information provided by any parenthetical descriptors from the term list. . If the search resulted in an article that was a list rather than an actual encyclopedic article, we noted it and counted it as a non-match. 6. If the search did not result in a match-either through a direct hit, a redirect, a search result selection, or a disambiguation page-we marked the term as not having a corresponding article in Wikipedia. Many searches yielded a "does not exist" message generated by Wikipedia.
Adjudicating Imprecise Matches
These heuristics were supplemented with team review discussions to adjudicate imprecise matches. Review of these imprecise matches was necessary because naming conventions in Wikipedia are not consistent, and typos occur in the databases of abstracting services. For example, if a search did not result in a match-either through a direct hit, a redirect, a search result selection, or a disambiguation page-because the metadata lacked sufficient information, such as, birth dates for individuals, we discussed the item and possible matches. In our review decisions, we erred on the side of inclusion. However, we also made exceptions if we agreed common sense challenged the results of our heuristics. For example, when a search for "Apologizing" led to a disambiguation page listing "An expression of remorse" with a hyperlink to the article "Remorse" as the first-and most applicable result-we reviewed the article, discussing it as a team, and decided "Remorse" was not a match for the keyword "Apologizing." Additionally, we did not include matches that resulted in article sub-sections rather than complete standalone articles.
Step
4: Comparing Representation of Topics in the UGC to the Population
The final step in our method is to use an external, authoritative source to identify the proportion of the target demographic within the overall population and then compare those numbers to the proportion of how their interests are covered in the UGC system. The details about how we executed this step in the two case studies are presented below.
DEMONSTRATING THE METHOD
In the following sections, we explain why we chose our two cases to test our method, frame each case with related work, present how we worked through the method in each case, and share preliminary findings as demonstrative data of our method.
Choosing the Cases
In this study, we focus on assessing the relative representativeness of content in the English language Wikipedia by applying the method described above to two cases: (1) topics perceived to be of interest to readers of "women's" and "men's" periodicals; and (2) topics perceived to be of interest to readers of "conservative" and "liberal" periodicals. We understand there is often overlap between these audiences, but we do not hypothesize any connections between the two, and-for the purpose of this study-we treat them as separate, identifiable populations. Some may argue periodicals such as popular magazines and mass media in general are not good sources to use to elicit what is and is not a topic of interest to "men" or "women," or "conservatives" or "liberals." The common argument against these sources is that the commercial needs of popular content providers serve only to reify binaries and stereotypes. That a binary may or may not be reified in the content of the individual sources is not the focus of this analysis. Nor was our goal to examine how gender and political parties are socially constructed. Rather, our goal was to find sources external to Wikipedia that exhibit both established readership and commercial viability. Further, the established commercial viability of these sources makes claims to the interests and desirability of the topics, if not the specific presentation of the content. This means that the potential readership of a UGC might want to learn more about these topics, even if it were from a different perspective than provided in the given external source. Furthermore, because of Wikipedia's policies regarding notability [55, 56] , searching for keywords associated with content published in popular periodicals with high distribution is likely to reflect the potential inclusion of the associated content in Wikipedia simply because an external, verifiable source is available.
Demonstration Case 1: Political Ideologies
Recent events have drawn public attention to the ways in which UGC systems-and social media in particular- 
Applying the Method
As noted above, we chose sets of periodicals targeted to specific audiences based on the highest circulation in the U.S. and accounting for whether they had been indexed uniformly by EBSCO. In our first case, we chose periodicals targeted to "conservative" and "liberal" readers.
(See Table 1 .) There is one notable aspect of our method that arises here. The publication Cosmopolitan is a very high circulation magazine that identifies its target readership as both "women" and "liberal." In building our example cases, we decided not to include it here and instead used Cosmopolitan for our second demonstration below. We made this choice because the primary audience is women. We recognize political ideology and gender are not separable, but as a demonstration this separation was a clearer way to illustrate the method. We replaced Cosmopolitan with the periodical that had the next highest circulation in the U.S.
Periodicals Marketed to Liberals Periodicals Marketed to Conservatives

Mother Jones American Spectator
The Nation National Review
The New Republic Reason
Rolling Stone Saturday Evening Post Table 1 . Periodicals with the highest subscribed circulation in the U.S. by targeted readership (i.e., category).
Following the method described above, we removed all fields except the subject terms for one year's worth (2014) of metadata for each periodical. We then combined the subject terms for each of the four periodical titles in a category (e.g., "conservative") into a single list. This resulted in 4,576 terms from "conservative" periodicals and 7,403 terms from "liberal" periodicals. For each of these lists, all duplicate items were removed, leaving 3,313 unique terms from "conservative" periodicals and 6,140 unique terms from "liberal" periodicals. This gave us one list of subject terms (or keywords) for 2014 from the four "liberal" periodicals listed above and a separate list for subject terms for 2014 from the four "conservative" periodicals listed above.
We generated two sets of disjoint topic terms by removing all terms that were common to the set of terms (keywords) between the "liberal" list and the "conservative" list.
We then used a random number generator to select 400 terms from each category list and searched for the resulting 800 terms using Wikipedia's native search feature. We recorded what we found using the heuristics described above for each search term and met to adjudicate imprecise matches. At times, there were interesting instances that generated no matches until we slightly changed the entry of the metadata. For example, "DUOLINGO Inc." did not result in any matches, but "Duolingo" resulted in a direct hit. These results were put into a category of "Direct hit edited term" to differentiate them from a clear direct match. We found that 73.8% of the randomly selected 400 keywords from conservative-oriented periodicals were covered, and 81.5% of the randomly selected 400 keywords from liberal-oriented periodicals were covered. This represents a 7.7% difference in topical coverage. Overall, 18.5% of the randomly selected topics from periodicals targeted to "liberal" readers and 26.3% of the randomly selected topics from periodicals targeted to "conservative" readers did not have corresponding articles. (See Figure 2. ) Figure 2 . Summary of results for topics from sources marketed to "liberal" and "conservative" readers. The last 5 gray shaded rows were omitted from the analysis.
The "direct match" heuristic was the most activated heuristic in our study with a total of 144 terms from the list taken from "conservative" periodicals and 179 terms from the list taken from "liberal" periodicals having direct hitsor corresponding articles-when entered into Wikipedia's search feature. Alternately, another way to consider representativeness is to note that only 67 keywords from the list from "liberal" periodicals did not have corresponding articles, whereas 100 keywords from the list from "conservative" periodicals did not have corresponding articles.
In Figure 2 , the bottom five shaded rows represent the number of terms excluded from the analysis. The number of topics excluded from analysis (e.g., because they matched something that was not a legitimate article, because the topic could not be effectively disambiguated, or the topic was conceptually vague without access to the original material, etc.) favored the inclusion of content represented by keywords taken from the "conservative" list. We excluded twice as many keywords from the list taken from "liberal" magazines (38 were excluded) than from "conservative" magazines (19 were excluded). The majority of excluded terms were either too vague (e.g., "PROGRESS"), or compound keywords (e.g., "DRUGS & crime").
Summary
Our preliminary findings suggest the English language Wikipedia is more likely to include topics presumed to be of interest to readers of "liberal" periodicals. In the case of political ideology, then, there is a clear need to investigate biases and gaps, and our method provides a systematic approach of identifying articles that might be of interest to "liberal" and "conservative" readers.
Demonstration Case 2: The "Gender Gap"
Recent UGC studies have begun to unpack the complex implications of participation and content differences among the genders. For example, women who contribute reviews to the Internet Movie Database (IMDb) enjoy less prestige and smaller audiences, even when they adjust their communication styles to mimic those of men who contribute to the same site [20] . Similarly, Facebook content perceived as "male" receives more feedback, even when posted by users who identify as women [34] , and Google image searches for many occupations result in both gender stereotypes and underrepresentation of women [28] .
To investigate the potential gender valence of content, prior studies have analyzed conversation topics of passing strangers [6, 40] , online comments on New York Times articles [41] , tweets about climate change [26] , and images curated via Pinterest [10, 38] to determine the kinds of topics that may be of interest to men or women. These studies generally rely on an inductive approach: first identifying the gender (or, in some cases, biological sex) of the contributor and then classifying the kinds of content he or she contributed. Although this inductive approach indicates the types of content contributed, it cannot effectively speak to the representativeness of the total amount of content in the system.
Another approach [11] relies upon topics selected by the researchers to test how participants respond to gender stereotypes. While this method represents one approach, it also presents methodological challenges as it generates results that can be difficult to reproduce, and-as a method-it is likely to introduce biases from the idiosyncrasies of the researchers.
In the case of Wikipedia, research [3, 12, 15, 23, 32, 33] has identified differential participation in contributors who identify as men or as women, and the phenomenon has come to be known as the "gender gap. . It is hard to tailor our recruitment without having more data" [50] . A different but similar proposal noted, "There is a lack of clarity over what subjects women are interested in, what articles they edit, whether more women on Wikipedia would mean more coverage of certain areas, etc. We should research this rather than guessing" [44] . Although neither idea generated a fundable proposal, both touched on a challenging question. They also troubled the implicit assumption that a diversity of contributors in an "open" UGC system will ensure representative content.
Direct attempts to measure Wikipedia's content-based "gender gap" have been focused on particular domains and do not generalize well across broad encyclopedic content. As mentioned above, Lam et al. [14] studied the quality of articles corresponding to movies rated highly by users who identify as either men or women, and other studies have focused on the number and breadth of women's biographies [e.g., 16, 52, 53] . While these studies provide insight and support the hypothesis of a kind of "gender gap" in content, they do not speak to a broad set of topics.
A "gender gap" in content is difficult to examine. To determine whether there is a "gender gap" in content, one must decide how content is-if it is-"gendered." Because the "gendering" of content is subjective and socially constructed, identifying a baseline set of content to test for gender affinity must pay careful attention to the conflation of biological sex and gender. However, from a pragmatic perspective of operationalization and of taking a "first cut" at this complex issue, a study needs to exploit perceptions of gender as a binary rather than as a continuum of a set of symbolic norms [19] , or a performance [9] . Thus our goal in this case, was to use our method to assay whether Wikipedia reflects general representativeness of topics that are presumed to be of interest to an established readership of "women's" and "men's" periodicals.
Applying the Method
For our second case, we chose periodicals that had the largest distribution numbers in the U.S., were uniformly indexed by EBSCO, and were targeted to either men or women readers. (See Table 2 .)
We then followed the same process described above for aggregating one year's worth (2014) of metadata for each periodical. We combined these lists of subject terms (or keywords) into a set for each category (e.g., "women's"). Initially, this gave us 4,567 terms from "women's" periodicals and 4,713 terms from "men's" periodicals. We then removed duplicates, leaving 4,039 unique terms from "women's" periodicals and 3,904 unique terms from "men's" periodicals. This gave us one list of subject terms (or keywords) for 2014 from the four "women's" periodicals listed above and a separate list for subject terms for 2014 from the four "men's" periodicals listed below. We generated two sets of disjoint topic terms by removing all terms that were common to the set of terms (keywords) between the "men's" list and the "women's" lists.
Periodicals Marketed to Women Periodicals Marketed to Men
We then used a random number generator to select 400 terms from each category list and manually searched for the resulting 800 terms using Wikipedia's native search feature. We recorded what we found using the heuristics described above for each search term and met to adjudicate imprecise matches.
Demonstrative Data
The results of our method for randomly selected terms from "men's" and "women's" periodicals are striking at a high level. We found that 67.6% of "women's" topics and 84.1% of "men's" topics were covered. This represents a 16.5% difference in the topical coverage of Wikipedia as it is represented from periodicals targeted to a specific "gendered" readership. Overall, 15.9% of "men's" topics had no corresponding article whereas 32.4% of "women's" topics had none. (See Figure 3. )
Considering the data a little more closely reveals some interesting details. First, our stance was to come up with heuristics that would select an article from Wikipedia if the article existed in some clear form. That is, we biased toward inclusivity. This is an interesting decision because the "direct match" heuristic yielded nearly the same number of articles for "men's" and "women's" presumed interests when taken in sum across both samples (159 articles of "women's" topics, 160 articles of "men's" topics). This illustrates there are a number of ways the issue of content representativeness can be operationalized-some of which will show a difference and some of which might not.
An alternative operationalization of representativeness might come from an exclusionary perspective that considers only when articles do not exist. That perspective tells a slightly different story than the inclusionary perspective with only 58 "men's" interest topics resulting in no possible match whereas 120 "women's" interest topics generated no possible match. From this perspective, there are twice as many missing articles of possible interest to readers of "women's" periodicals than there are missing articles of possible interest to readers of "men's" periodicals. The "redirect" heuristic was the second most activated heuristic in this study. This presents yet another perspective on coverage. A redirect page is created when there is a belief that a term or phrase is directly synonymous with another, such that a user looking for the one topic most often means the other. There were 54 article pages identified from "women's" interest topics and 85 article pages identified from "men's" interest topics based on the redirect heuristic. This is an approximately 2:3 ratio and either represents that some content has not been carefully linked to a more likely topic of "women's" interests, or that the content is simply missing.
Lastly, the number of topics excluded from analysis (e.g., because they matched something that was not a legitimate article, because the topic could not be effectively disambiguated, or the topic was conceptually vague without access to the original material, etc.) was surprisingly stable at 30-35 topics per randomly sampled 400 topics.
Summary
Our preliminary findings reveal some gaps in the representativeness of content on Wikipedia corresponding to that presumed to be of interest to readers of periodicals targeted to women and men. We found some evidence that topics proven to be of commercial viability and notability and perceived to be of interest to readers of "women's" periodicals are not represented in Wikipedia. This work, of course, does not resolve the implications of the participation gap nor does it propose a solution to those problems in Wikipedia or other UGC systems. However, it does support the findings of existing work regarding gaps in specific kinds of content, and it suggests the English language Wikipedia does bias toward an inclusion of content presumed to be of interest to readers of "men's" periodicals.
DISCUSSION
Prior work that considers the content of UGC systems has often focused on understanding problems with content coverage, or a lack of coverage (a gap). Our contribution is a method that builds on the idea of coverage to consider topical coverage in the context of an identifiable potential readership or content consumer. We define that potential measure as representativeness. That is, we define representativeness as the proportion of content present in a UGC relative to the proportion of a potential consumer, audience or readership in a clearly identifiable population.
Our approach is designed to address methodological challenges present in some of the prior work. In particular, our method is designed to circumvent the problem of biases resulting from endogeneity. The approach relies on content sources external to a UGC that are deemed relevant as a function of sustained readership and circulation. While these external content sources may have their own editorial biases, the topical focuses of the sources provide a clear scope of relevant content. Further we mitigate potential editorial biases by relying on more than one exogenous source when collecting the relevant metadata.
As a side effect, our approach can be used to assay topical content coverage. Applying our approach without relying on readership populations or the relative readership demographic distributions can be interpreted as a measure of general topical coverage in a UGC. In this way our method is a more generalizable and repeatable method for judging topical coverage.
Relying on exogenous sources provides another benefit. Understanding the coverage of a UGC relative to some known external sources provides a way to inspect the potential content biases in both the external sources and the UGC. For example, in our demonstration cases, the editorial distinctions between the way proper names are handled in Wikipedia compared to standards established for the abstracting services would have allowed us to inspect some of the distinctions between well-known people and less well-known people. Specifically, in the case of wellknown individuals it is likely that a Wikipedia editor has created a redirect page so that the "Lastname, Firstname" search works as well as the Wikipedia editorial standard of "Firstname Lastname."
Our method opens a number of possibly interesting research trajectories. In the way we executed the method, in both of our cases, we choose two points along a demographic continuum and implemented the method to create distinctions between the populations. In the case of gender we selected "men" and "women" and for political ideology we selected "conservative" and "liberal." This particular choice is a convenience that makes the method a bit more manageable. However, we could have picked multiple, identifiable readership populations along those dimensions. The method would only have to be changed in one simple way. Instead of using the metadata and creating two disjoint sets of terms by removing the shared terms in the two metadata sets, we would create n disjoint sets of terms, one disjoint set for each identifiable population and its associated metadata sources. The disjoint sets could then be used following the rest of the described procedures.
Another potential research trajectory is to consider the shared interests of a given population. Our specific focus was to find representativeness that was a function of the, supposedly, special or exclusive interests of each given population. Another approach would be to understand the degree to which supposed, shared interests of groups within the population were present in a given UGC. The shared interests potentially identify the strengths of UGC and peer production communities. That is, the assumption is that UGC communities contribute content that is a function of the interests and expertise of the contributors. By focusing on the terms and content metadata at the intersection (instead of the disjoint content) we could understand more about the shared interests of the contributors and how that reflects the shared interests of the populations that might consume or read the content.
Yet another possible research trajectory would be to use our method to identify topics that have been almost exclusively targeted to one population (or readership) so that readers' actual rather than presumed interests in these topics can be interrogated through systematic sampling and repeated observations. For example, one might elect to ask readerseither directly or indirectly-questions about their political beliefs, and then measure the degree to which they are interested in topics presumed to be of interest to them when presented with the opportunities to read about these topics outside of the context of the original content sources.
Another extension of the method could consider frequencies of subject terms and the associated article readership in the UGC. That is, one could use additional metadata from the indexing database to generate the set of subject terms weighted by frequency of occurrence during a given year. In a UGC system like Wikipedia, page view data could be used to understand how frequently the topically associated page is requested. This data could then be used to understand whether editorially selected content from exogenous sources corresponds to the way users request given content from a UGC system.
There is an interesting issue here with the problem of judging frequencies as somehow equivalent to coverage density. It would probably be a mistake to take terms (or keywords) from an abstracting service and simply count their frequency in the targeted UGC system. For example, if the abstracting service was abstracting an article that talked about interesting new recipes that used apples, one of the terms generated might simply be "Apple (recipes)." Taking that and counting the frequency with which the term "apple" and "recipes" shows up in the UGC is probably not what one wants as a measure of topical density -because one has not measured a topic -one has measure a term frequency -and these are not the same.
One can also imagine modifying and applying our method to another UGC system like Quora, which has received media attention for having a both a known skew in participation and a misogynistic culture [5] . Instead of using a search feature, one could leverage Quora's lists of topical interests to investigate representativeness compared to exogenous sources, and then consider how sociotechnical features like up-voting and down-voting interact with topics presumed to be of more interest to women or men.
Finally, our method begins to expose technical and infrastructural aspects of a UGC system that may not be obvious to the average consumer of UGC system. One example has been briefly covered above, the nature of Wikipedia redirect pages. That a redirect handles differing rules of "Lastname, Firstname" or "Firstname Lastname" might not be terribly problematic. Some recent work has focused on the impacts of failing to account for redirects [24] in many of the quantitative studies of Wikipedia. However, our case raises another concern. In our method demonstration related to gender, the ratio of redirected content for "men's" versus "women's" topical terms yields a question about semantic control over a term and how that control can be made to bias for or against particular content.
Consider this claim a little further by recalling that all of the metadata we collected came from edited sources that had an article on the topic the term describes. This implies that all of the terms we were using had some reasonable claim to being a legitimate topic of an encyclopedic article. That there were more "men's" interest related redirects makes those topics more prominent and cedes control of the redirected term to one interest group to the exclusion of another. The alternative is that a term could generate a disambiguation page, which we also considered. The main point is that the method we describe can help raise consideration of these infrastructural aspects and make their implications more visible and, thus, more inspectable.
LIMITATIONS
While our general method avoids endogeneity bias and relies upon content proven to be commercially viable, we recognize an editorial team's choices to feature certain kinds of content is as subjective as those made by a group of contributors, or by an algorithm. We also recognize that all taxonomies-even those built upon principles of knowledge organization and library science-evidence some biases, but this is a larger issue beyond the scope of our study. Admittedly our approach relies upon conceptualizations of political ideologies as simplistic, bounded, and mutually exclusive, and of gender as tied to the binary of man/woman, a view often perpetuated by mass media and popular culture. However, as mentioned above, the aim of the method is not to challenge definitions or binaries but rather to develop a systematic and reproducible approach to examine how content perceived as being of more interest to specifically targeted audiences is represented on influential UGC sites like Wikipedia. Further, we have mentioned above, a modification of the technique that would address interests at the intersection of one or more groups.
We also recognize some limitations of our specific implementation of the general method. We selected magazines with the highest distribution in English in the United States, and we sampled only one year (2014) worth of terms from the content keywords. Sampling over several years and including only topics that persist would most likely produce a more stable corpus for testing. Additionally, we tested our method using only the English language Wikipedia. Finally, our method relies upon human judgment rather than automation and is, therefore, challenging-but not impossible-to scale.
CONCLUSION
As a prominent and powerful UGC system, Wikipedia is a source of information propagated throughout numerous other sites and systems. Take, for example, Helix, a plug-in designed to help writers with research as they write by suggesting information from various online sources including Wikipedia [13] . Or consider that the ACM Digital Library now uses IBM Watson to pull "Concepts in this article" from Wikipedia's content. Consequently, the representativeness of Wikipedia's content has become increasingly important.
The significant contribution of this paper, then, is the description of an exogenous methodical approach to begin to unpack the representativeness of a UGC corpus by relying on an independently generated set of terms reflecting topical content aimed at specific demographics with proven commercial viability. This method generalizes to characterize representativeness of the content in a UGC system for other populations with which a researcher could associate identifiable, cataloged content providers. For example, one can see how this method could be used to identify representativeness of topical content aimed at children's interests, or those with interests in fitness and wellness, sports, religion, cooking, and others as these topical areas have multiple external content providers that are abstracted by content metadata service providers. More difficult to test, of course, is the kind of content socially marginalized in UGC systems like Wikipedia or by content providers in general, or content of interest to groups that are so small (relative to the population) that commercial providers do not exist.
Although challenging, developing-and sharing-a systematic method for measuring representativeness and, consequently, identifying potential gaps in content is an important task for researchers in CSCW and the broader HCI community. Despite the promises of increased access to and the normalization of social computing, we continue to see existing inequalities reproduced and even reified online. If we want to design systems that encourage people to engage in more pro-social or equitable ways and that serve as critiques of existing social norms, then we must first observe and understand existing behaviors and norms. Considering how UGC systems represent the presumed interests of different audiences and evidence gaps in content can help us examine potential relationships between diversity of participants and representativeness of content, implicit barriers to participation, and how popular, "open" UGC systems may reinforce-rather than challengeexclusionary policies and practices.
